
 

If you are looking for a great movie experience without having to spend any money, consider downloading "Blood Diamond". The film is in Hindi English, so if you are not fluent in the language it will be difficult to understand. However, this film is well worth the download. "Blood Diamond" is about a Jewish-American who makes it his mission to find lucrative sources of precious stones in Africa in
order to profit from them. There he meets English mercenary and diamond runner Danny Archer who wants to locate diamonds for an African politician's daughter who wishes to avoid rebel forces by making herself unattractive so she may be able to bring wealth back home with her when she leaves. The military is after the diamonds as well because it is how they acquire weapons and ammunition
for their war. There are several twists and turns as the two men try to outsmart each other and the wild animals that inhabit the savannahs of Africa. Although this movie was made by acclaimed director Edward Zwick, it is a great example of movies made about war that takes place in Africa and uses a lot of African actors and scenery. The performances by DiCaprio, Duvall, McCormack, Giamatti,
Gurney, Osment are all very solid performances that will keep you interested throughout the entire film. The film is a little over two hours, but it never feels too long. If you enjoy action films with a bit of comedy sprinkled in here and there, you will love "Blood Diamond". It has everything from African wildlife to African dance and music. If you enjoy "African Queen" or "Lawrence of Arabia",
then you will definitely enjoy this movie about the diamond trade in Africa. Overall, I give the movie four out of five stars and recommend it for anyone who enjoys movies about war with a twist that will keep your interest throughout the entire film. By: C.J. Miller 

http://www.hindimovies.co.in/blooddiamond1284.html By: C.J. Miller The movie was not worth my time and I don't know why it is so popular! It was extremely boring and is very long with nothing that really happens until the last 20-30 minutes of the film where they finally get to the actual diamond mine and then just a bunch of bullet deflecting gun powder flying all around but not much storywise
until then except for a few scenes with perverted African women dancing for their lives in exchange for diamonds while some person who was obviously wasted tries to make out with them... not a good movie at all. By: Jason, CA You can watch this movie at your house. Http://www.hindimovies.co.in/blooddiamond1284.html By: C.J. Miller 

By: C.
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